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 The Plan 
•  Introduction 
•  How to do the “Five Stars” 
•  The Process at the University 
•  The Pragmatics at the University 
•  Group Breakout 
•  Coffee 
•  Feedback from Groups 
•  Discussion and Planning Before You Start 
•  Strangely perhaps, we are following government 
•  Dataset Audit 
•  Governance Where 
•  Some will be clear (legislation, etc.) 
•  But not so much non-personal 
•  Service Database 
•  A spreadsheet on someone’s PC 
•  A PDF on the web 
4 What 
•  Low hanging fruit 
•  Or difficult but crucial set 
•  Facilitate linkage 
•  “Pivot” sets 
•  May seem rather mundane 
5 What not 
•  Privacy 
•  Trust 
•  Manage expectation of quality 
•  Identify “dangerous” datasets 
•  Recognise what may cause trouble 
6 When 
•  Static or Dynamic 
•  Release frequency 
7 Governance 
•  Who decides what 
•  Who gives advice 
•  Empowering dataset owners 
•  URI schemas 
8 Linked Data in a Nutshell 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/arielarielariel/322301228/ •  Currently huge interest around the world 
•  Often social issues to be overcome 
•  May involve technologies which are new or different 
•  From “Raw Data Now” to semantic nirvana 
•  Often about making data available which already exists 
•  Incremental approach 
•  Five-star grading for your open data 
The path to Open Linked Data Put your Data on the Web, with an Open License 
One Star •  Simply put your data on the web 
•  Documents in any format 
•  License is very important 
•  Public Domain Dedication and License 
•  Open Data Commons 
•  Open Government License 
One Star – What it means •  Huge power in making data available, well done! 
•  Users can  
•  view, print  
•  download documents for later use 
•  start to do stuff with the data 
•  But data still locked in document 
One Star – Benefits •  Web server 
•  Policy 
One Star – Requirements •  If you're publishing many resources, make them easy to 
find and access 
•  Include descriptions of what is contained 
•  metadata, data about documents 
•  May wish to deploy a “data catalogue” or “portal” 
•  social interaction, comments, forum 
One Star – Best practise Make it Available in a Machine Readable Format 
Two Stars •  Publish your data in a structured format 
•  lists, spreadsheet, database dump 
•  PDF, images, scanned documents are not acceptable! 
Two Stars – What it means •  Users now have access to the raw data 
•  They can  
•  manipulate, edit, save data 
•  search, annotate 
•  export to different format(s) 
•  But may be constrained to proprietary software 
Two Stars – Benefits •  Web server 
•  Policy 
Two Stars – Requirements •  Ensure data is as regular and “clean” as possible 
•  Describe what columns and fields mean 
•  Consistent representation 
•  Don't mix numerical data with comments 
Two Stars – Best practise Use an Open, Standard Format 
Three Stars •  Publish your data in a structured format 
•  that doesn't require proprietary software 
•  Excel spreadsheets are difficult to process 
•  CSV, JSON, XML 
Three Stars – What it means •  Users now have easy access to the raw data 
•  They can 
•  freely access data in any way they like 
•  open data in a variety of tools 
•  write programs and scripts to process data 
•  integrate into applications 
Three Stars – Benefits •  Web server 
•  Policy 
•  May require plug-ins or effort to export/convert from 
proprietary tools into open format 
Three Stars – Requirements •  Can easily achieve 3* data  
•  without expending large effort 
•  Few technical requirements 
•  Making data available opens up potential for reuse 
•  often in ways not previously imagined 
•  Can still do more to join the “Web of Data” 
Three Stars – Summary Four Stars 
Use an Open, Linked Data Format 1. Use URIs as names for things 
 
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names 
 
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information 
 
4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more 
things 
Linked Data Principles •  Uniform Resource Identifiers – standard means for naming 
things on the World Wide Web 





•  The thing you type into the location bar of your browser 
 
1. Use URIs •  Not all URIs are resolvable – can’t look them up 
•  mailto:nmg@ecs.soton.ac.uk lets me send emails, but 
doesn’t get me my mailbox 
 
•  HTTP is the standard protocol for the Web  
2. Use HTTP URIs •  ‘Cool URIs don’t change’ – once you’ve chosen a URI 
convention for your organisation, it’s a pain to change it 
•  Getting this right is key to having your linked data used 
more widely 
Good URI Selection •  Linked Data is about providing structured data on the Web 
•  RDF – the Resource Description Framework – is the 
‘standard’ data format for structured Linked Data 
•  A W3C Recommendation  
– open standards process, royalty-free 
3. Provide Useful Information •  RDF is both a data model and a family of syntaxes 








Structure vs Syntax •  Underlying model of triples used to describe the relations 
between entities in linked data 
•  (subject, predicate, object) 
•  e.g. “RDF Semantics”, “edited by”, “Pat Hayes” 
The triple 
RDF Semantics  Pat Hayes 
edited by 
subject  predicate  object •  Take a citation: 
•  Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler and Ora Lassila. The Semantic 
Web. Scientific American, May 2001 
•  We can identify a number of distinct statements in this 
citation: 
•  There is an article titled “The Semantic Web” 
•  One of its authors is a person named “Tim Berners-Lee” (etc) 
•  It appeared in a publication titled “Scientific American” 













publishedIn  creator 
creator 
2001-05 
date Literals have a value but no identity 
(a string, a number, a date) 
Resources represent objects with identity 
(a web page, a person, a journal) 
Example 
Scientific American Example 
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title  
http://www.sciam.com/  Scientific American 


















bibo Ontology, n. 
1. a. Philos. The science or study of being; 
that branch of metaphysics concerned with 
the nature or essence of being or existence. 
 
Defining the ‘O’ word •  A formal description of the objects, concepts, and 
relationships that are assumed to exist in some area of 
interest 
•  An engineered artifact 
•  Facilitate communication 
•  Promote sharing and reuse 
•  Establish a joint terminology for a community of interest 
•  A little goes a long way 
Defining the ‘O’ word •  Bibliographic metadata (Dublin Core, BIBO) 
•  News aggregation (RSS, ATOM) 
•  Cultural heritage (CIDOC) 
•  Knowledge Organisation (SKOS) 
•  Public Sector Information (IPSV) 
•  Social networking and online communities (FOAF, SIOC) 
•  Business information – products and services 
(GoodRelations, etc) 
•  … 
Linked Data Vocabularies 4. Link to other things 







The Semantic Web 
title 
creator 












data describing ‘ora’ 
Ora Lassila  name  ora  data describing ‘sciam’ 
Scientific American 
title  sci 
am Link Your Data to Other People’s Data 
 
Five Stars Five Stars – What it means 
•  The “Web of Data” 
•  Even within an organisation there will be different dataset 
publishing platforms 
•  So the Web of Data applies internally and externally 
46 Links 
•  Achieve data fusion 
•  Seeing how different datasets see resources 
•  What is the University view of Room 3008 in B32? 
•  When was it cleaned? 
•  Is there an outstanding maintenance ticket? 
•  What AV is there, and is it working? 
•  Am I scheduled to be taught in it at 11:00 today? 
•  What energy does it consume? 
•  Are there roadworks outside? 
•  Do the Council have plans? 
•  Are the Police concerned? 
47 Linked Data Links 
•  Two sorts 
•  “Foreign” URIs 
•  sameAs 
48 Foreign URIs 
•  Use someone else’s URI in your dataset 
•  Eg. Buildings & Estates may have URIs for rooms 
•  So timetabling could use the same URIs 
•  Requires some coordination 
•  Which can delay the earlier stars 
•  But makes consumption somewhat easier 
49 sameAs 
•  Actually often owl:sameAs 
•  myURI owl:sameAs yourURI 
•  ecs:learning-outcome-27 owl:sameAs ses:learning-outcome-46 
•  Usually directional from the source 
•  ECS may want to say this, but SES may not, or may not have 
discovered this 
•  But can be Aggregated 
50 In the Wild 
51 52 53 54 55 Foreign and sameAs 
•  Different approach for different URI types 
•  Actually, the 4*publisher can become 5*with no work 
•  Third parties do these things 
•  Or an enterprise can initiate the activity 
56 I Favour sameAs 
•  Separation of concerns 
•  Can build RDF silos 
•  Links have different nature to the substantive data 
•  Business Process 
•  Provenance 
•  Licence 
•  But you need a sameAs discovery and aggregation layer 
57 data.soton.ac.uk: 
 A Pragmatic Consideration Authoritative Sources of Data 
+ many more! 
59 




★★★  EdShare 
★★★★ Creating Open Datasets from  
Authoritative Sources  
60 
How we get from  
a database to a public dataset will vary 
 
One approach isn’t likely to suit all cases. 













Teaching Rooms Dataset ★★★★ Easy Links 
61 
EPrints.soton 3.2.4 









Teaching Rooms Dataset ★★★★ Easy Links  
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EPrints.soton 3.2.4 









Teaching Rooms Dataset ★★★★ Easy Links  
63 
EPrints.soton 3.2.4 









Teaching Rooms Dataset ★★★★ Easy Links: ★★★★+★ 
64 
EPrints.soton 3.2.4 





























Etc. What to record?   
67 
•  DataSet name & description 
•  License 
•  Update frequency & mechanism 
•  Corrections policy and instructions 
•  Dependencies 
•  List of known users 























by members of 
the University… 
…or just useful to them. 
 
Local events, council data,   
Unilink timetables and so on. Catalog of known “Consumers” 
70 
data.southampton.ac.uk Catalog of known “Consumers” 
71 
data.southampton.ac.uk Catalog of known “Consumers” 
72 
data.southampton.ac.uk Group Breakout 
•  What does it mean for you? 

 
Put your Data on the Web 

 
Make it Available in a Machine Readable Format 
Use an Open, Standard, Format 
Use an Open, Linked Data, Format 
Link Your Data to Other Peoples’ Data 
 
•  Raw Data Now! 
•  Just Enough Ontology! 
•  Perfect is the Enemy of the Good! Actions? 
•  data.southampton.ac.uk: 
•  Web presence 
•  Surface initial datasets 
•  Community building 
•  How to bring in the Southampton Research Environment? 
•  Catalogue – bring up (gov) CKAN/ePrints? 
•  southampton-partnership license 
•  southampton.ac.uk license 
•  Communication channel 
•  Partnership channel 
74 Further Reading 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/markhillary/337685031/ Some Links 
•  http://inkdroid.org/journal/2010/06/04/the-5-stars-of-open-linked-data/ 
•  http://lab.linkeddata.deri.ie/2010/star-scheme-by-example/ 
•  http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html 
•  http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/pub/LinkedDataTutorial/ 
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